This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them.


(3) ART  ASH  ENS  ERS  USA  NAP  OTC
RAH  RTI  TAW  TAW  U.S.A  (4) ABUT  APER  AREA
ASTA  BEAT  BUSS  CAPE  CARD  COHO  DRAT
EASE  ERAS  GALA  HARI  HASH  INCH  LAOS
LOSE  MEEK  NATS  OGRE  PARR  PIET  RAIL
REEL  RIEL  RIMA  RIME  ROAR  SAWN  SCAB
SEES  TEND  TSAR  UNIT  USED  (5) BLEAK  BURST  PACER
CAIRN  CORGI  ENACT  MATTE  OASTS  OMENS  SCOTT
PADRE  PAIRS  PRATE  RIPEN  SALSA  SCOTS  SCOTT
SETHS  SIMBA  SLACK  STYLE  TIGER  UNITE  VARN
(6) ALASKA  LEAVES  PRONTO  TEAPOT  (7) ALADDIN  STEEPLE  (9) CHIHUAHUA
GREAT DANE  GREYHOUND  ST BERNARD
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